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the better

Echo contains the highly effective contact fungicide chlorothalonil, offering you broad
spectrum disease protection. Echo fungicide’s higher concentration, containing 44%
more active ingredient than previously available in Canada, means less handling is
required and fewer containers need to be cleaned and disposed of. And Echo comes
with DuraShieldTM Technology, a formulation that maximizes adhesion and rainfast
properties.
Active Ingredient:

Diseases:

Echo delivers excellent disease protection with
chlorothalonil. A contact fungicide that is sold
in 30 countries globally.

Echo fungicide is a proven performer, delivering
the long lasting protection you need. Here are
just a few of the registered diseases:
• Late blight
• Early blight
• Ascochyta
• Anthrancnose
• Botrytis
• Alternaria
• Septoria leaf spot
• Fruit rots
• Downy mildew
• Fusarium
• Plus many more

Echo delivers:
1. Broad spectrum disease control –
protecting your crop
2. Higher concentration than previously
available – offering convenience
3. DuraShield technology – delivering
adhesion and rainfastness
4. Multi-site mode of action that is very
stable on plant surfaces – trusted
protection
5. Choice of two formulations – offering
you options to fit your farm
Crops:

For timing and rate information, you can
view the complete label at www.uap.ca
Rainfast:

Registered on a wide variety of crops including:
• Potatoes
• Chickpeas
• Lentils
• Tomatoes
• Carrots
• Blueberries
• Cranberries
• Ginseng
• Broccoli, Brussel Sprouts, Cabbage,
Cauliflower
• Peas (dry)
• Wheat
• Plus many more

The DuraShield technology built into Echo
delivers sticking power to the leaf surface and
excellent rainfast properties. Echo is rainfast
once dry.
You can view Echo’s sticking power at:
http://www.uap.ca/products/products_echo.htm
Formulation Options:
Echo is available in two formulations: dry and
liquid.
Echo 720 – 2x9.46L case or 450L tote
Echo 90DF – 10kg bag

A complete list of crops and diseases that
Echo is registered on can be found at
www.uap.ca

www.uap.ca

West: 1-800-265-5444
BC: 604-534-8815
ON & Mar: 1-800-265-5444
QC: 1-800-361-9369

Echo is a registered trademark and DuraShield is a trademark of Sipcam Agro USA, Inc. Always read and follow label
directions.

Echo delivers confidence.
Roy Culberson
Ralph Culberson &
Sons
Woodstock, New
Brunswick
Main crops are
potatoes, corn and
canola

“We used Echo last year and it was as good or better than any other product we’ve
used in the past. But what makes it more appealing, in addition to the economics,
is its ease of use. With the dry formulation (Echo DF), it is a lot easier to handle
and measure than other products, and there are no jugs to rinse and dispose of.
The Echo DF mixed well and was very compatible with our equipment with no
foaming.
But at the end of the day it’s about performance and Echo DF did what it said
would do. It stuck to the plants and worked to control the A2 strains of early and
late blight in our potatoes.
We plan to use Echo DF on our entire crop next year.”

Excellent formulation that adheres to the plant.

Eugene Antworth
Eugene Antworth
Ltd.
Centreville, New
Brunswick

Crops grown are
potatoes, soybean and
canola

“We’re primarily concerned with controlling the A2 and A1 strains of blight in
potatoes. To control these diseases we typically apply a fungicide during early
emergence. I’ve used other products, but had handling complaints about them. So,
when I was told about Echo DF, we decided to give it a try.
You could see the product on the plants after it was applied. That gave me
confidence that it was there working. Based on our experience last year, Echo DF
will definitely be part of our treatment program next year.
Not only did Echo DF work, it was also very easy to use – no barrels, no totes and
no pumps required. We simply opened the bag, got the product into the sprayer
and we were ready to go. There was no foaming of the product, it mixed well and
came out of the sprayer with no evidence of clogged nozzles or plugging.
Echo DF is a nice, easy product to use. It did the job that was asked of it and did it
well.”

Disease control, adhesion and a nice product to use.

Roger Caron
R&D Caron Farms
Grande Pointe, ON
Crops grown are
tomatoes, peppers,
corn, soybean and
wheat

“Echo was a new product that we wanted to try and see what it had to offer. We
used the DF formulation on our tomato crop in the 2010 season as part of our
preventative program. The product mixed easy through our inductor without
plugging or gumming up. Some DF products we have worked with in the past have
not mixed as nice and have caused issues. The rinsing of jugs has become a time
consuming process for our operator, with the DF formulation we saved time mixing
and allowed our sprayer to cover more acres. The DF formulation did not foam in
the tank allowing for reduced cost of antifoamers. We tank mixed Echo with
another fungicide with no compatibility issues. With the ease of handling and the
time savings I would recommend the Echo DF formulation to other growers.”

Ease of handling.
www.uap.ca

Ontario & Maritimes: 1-800-265-5444 Quebec: 1-800-361-9369
Western Canada: 1-800-561-5444 BC: 604-534-8815

